Introduction and results
Let M be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n and let A be the corresponding Laplace Beltrami operator. In control theory one is interested in the long time behaviour (t -> +00) of solutions to Here we let a € C OO {M^Ti) be the "damping" coefficient (where true damping corresponds to taking a > 0). Much more general problems can and have been considered : M could have a boundary, a could have discontinuities, we could replace the scalar equation (1.1) by a system and so on. The reason for us to look at this eqution is that it leads to simplified model problems for resonances for strictly convex obstacles. In this talk we will only discuss the stationary problem obtained by putting The spectrum (i.e. the set of eigenfrequencies) is discrete and symmetric under reflection in the imaginary axis. There are several equivalent definitions of the multiplicity m(r) € {l,2,..}ofan eigenfrequency r (see [7] for more details) and we shall always count the eigenfrequencies with their multiplicity. If r is an eigenfrequency, then it is easy to see that r inf a < Im r < sup a, Re r ^ 0, t2min(infa,0) < Imr < 2max(supa,0), Rer =0.
^ )
In the case a > 0, the energy of solutions to (1.1) is non-increasing when t -^ +00 and Lebeau [4] has obtained a lower bound on the rate of decay in terms of inf Im r and A_ introduced below, and an earlier result in the same direction was obtained by J. Rauch and M. Taylor [6] . Lebeau also obtained a sharpening of (1. We refer to M. Asch, G. Lebeau [1] for two interesting refinements of this result and to P. Freitas [2] for various estimates. Both papers contain interesting numerical results.
The results presented here concern the asymptotic distribution of eigenfrequencies inside the bands appearing in Theorem 1.1. Two of them are analogous to XVI-2 results concerning the distribution of resonances for strictly convex obstacles obtained by the author [8] and by M. Zworski and the author [10] . The third result has not yet any corresponding analogue, and Zworski and the author intend to look into that question, as well as the question of getting remainder estimates in the main result of [10] . The first result gives the standard Weyl asymptotics, and can probably be deduced from [5] . During this conference M. Solomjak indicted to us some work of A.S. Markus and V.I. Matseev, and the most relevant paper seems to be [5] . Theorem 2.1 in that paper looks very much like a generalization of the preceding result. The proof in that paper seems to be very close to the one we give below (in the case when / = 1) and uses finite rank perturbations to open a gap in the spectrum as well as considerations of relative determinants. We have not found any result like Theorem 1.4 below and it would be interesting to see what our proof gives for more general elliptic operators.
Notice that Theorem 1.2 is the standard (and in general optimal) result in the selfadjoint case, a = 0. Also notice that it implies that the number of eigenfrequencies with A<ReT<A4-lis (^(A 71 " 1 ), when A -^ +00. In order to state the second result, we introduce the almost everywhere limit on p"^!), given by the Birkhoff ergodic theorem:
(^)oo == lim (^T.
T->oo
Then A_ < essinf(a)oo < esssup(a)oo < A^.
(1-4)
At each place the inequality may be strict. If the geodesic flow is ergodic, we have equality in the middle. Somewhat vaguely, one can say that the relative density of the eigenfrequencies outside R + z[essinf {a)oo -e, ess sup (a)oo + ^] is equal to 0.
The last result concerns the meanvalue distribution of the imaginary parts.
Theorem 1.4
Fix some CQ > 1 and let Ai, As € R satisfy
Let N{\\, \^) be the number of eigenfrequencies r with Ai < Rer < A2. Then
M. Hitrik (personal communication) has obtained further results in the case when the geodesic flow is periodic. A more detailed study of the distribution of the imaginary parts may be possible in this case.
In the following, we outline the proofs of the theorems 1.2,1.4 which use some recent trace formula techniques, here in the semiclassical setting of [9] . The proof of Theorem 1.3 is more technical. For more details, see [7] .
Ideas of the proofs of Theorem 1 and 3.
Write T = \/z//i, 0 < h < 1, where z belongs to the fixed domain Q := e^^a, /3[, with 0<a<l<(3<oo,0<0o<^. From (1.2), we get (P -z)v = 0, where P = P + ihQ(z), P = -^A, Q{z) == 2a(x)^/z. Everything works in a more general /^-pseudodifferential framework and the essential features are that P is elliptic selfadjoint, dp ^ 0 on p-^o:,/?]) and that Q is holomorphic in z and formally selfadjoint for z > 0. Let a < Ei < E^ < /? with E^ -Ei >, 4h, £1 -a, /? -£2 > Const. > 0. Put E» = (£\ + E^/2, ro = (£'2 -£i)/2. 
z -P == (z -P)(l + h(z -P)-^?), D(z) = det(l + h{z -P)-^?).
Using a convexity estimate of H. Weyl (see [3] ), we get
In the subset where \lmz\ > Ch (for a sufficiently large constant C), we also have li^ _w-i|l ^ _°( 1 ) K^-pr •" <^| I^"• and writing
we get a similar upper bound for the inverse of D, i.e. a lower bound for D\ mz)} ^ ^'-^'rfe)-Using Jensen's formula in a standard way, we see that the number of eigenvalues Zi, ..,ZN ofP in
is O^1-71 ). Let b^(z) be the Blaschke factor associated to Zj and D(Eo,ro + j/i) (having Zj as its only zero inside the disc and being of modulus one on the boundary). Write
D{z) = G(z)D,(z)^ D,{z)=f[b^(z).
7=1 so that G(z) is holomorphic and non-vanishing on the domain (2.1). Standard arguments (used in a similar context in [9] ), involving Harnack's inequality, show that
Let 7 be a hexagonal positively oriented contour in the domain (2.4) with vertices at the points EQ±"^, Eo±r(h)±i'2Ch, j = l,2withr(/i) = ro+a(h)h where a(h) is small and chosen so that 7 avoids the z,. One can verify that if/is holomorphic in D(Eo,ro+2h'), then
Xea'CP^mt (7) ' r where cr(P) denotes the set of eigenvalues of P, i.e. the complex numbers z such that Ker ("P -z) / 0, and int 7 denotes the interior of 7. We have the analogous relation for P. Moreover,
Choosing / = 1, we get #(a(P) n hit (7)) = #(a(P) n int (7)) + 0(/i 1 -71 ).
By an easy deformation argument and a well known result on spectral asymptotics:
71
JJEi<p<E2
which implies Theorem 1.2. To obtain Theorem 1.4, we take / holomorphic in D(EQ, rQ+2h) with /' == 0(1) and with f(z) real when z is real. Since Imf(zj) = 0(/^), we get where C±(/z) 6 R. Hence, using also (2.7) for Re logG^-z), we get:
\og{G(z))=iC±(h)+0(l) h + \lmz\
Here 
